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NEW QUESTION: 1
Using only commands included with named, what is the command,
with options or parameters, to make named re-read its zone
files?
Answer:
Explanation:
rndc reload

NEW QUESTION: 2
An HP CloudSystem solution has been installed on the company
data center to accommodate three (Dev, OA, Prod) departments
computing requirements. Each department insists that they are
the only owners who control and access their services, but the
resource are shared using an IT as a service model with weekly

pricing for services. Each group has their own Designer account
and designed users are placed in the IO_users group. Some
templates are shared all three departments.
The Dev department has decided to contribute six additional
DL380 servers to the environment to be used as hypervisor hosts
with the requirement that only they can have access to those
servers.
The Prod department has encountered situations where their
services are placed on low performance disk drives and has
asked that the situations be fixed to use high performance
drives.
The QA department utilization of the cloud is sporadic. When
they use it, the QA department guidelines heavy loads during
the entire week-long testing cycle.
Refer to the scenario.
Management has asked for a strategy moving forward that can
address the disk performance issues that the Prod department is
having. Which strategy can be implemented to give Prod the
opportunity to ensure performance for their services, while
encouraging other departments to evaluate their own
requirements before ordering services?
A. Add a Prod tag to all the high performance disks
B. Alter which disk type each template is utilizing
C. Change the pricing scheme for disk space to include service
tiers
D. Remove other department tags from high performance
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which three of the listed categories appear in the vSAN Health
user interface? (Choose three.)
A. Replication
B. Hardware Compatibility
C. Device Mapping
D. Physical Disk
E. Network
Answer: B,D,E

NEW QUESTION: 4
A. Option
B. Option
C. Option
D. Option
Answer: B
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